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Introductory Note 

 

In speaking of the geometry of a strophic form or a cantiga, I am using a spatial 

representation of time: the temporal duration of performance and of audience reception. 

(On the printed page we see a spatial geometry, but that––although related and useful––is 

not what I am referring to here.) The spatialization of time, used as a mnemonic technique 

by Simonides, was well known in ancient rhetoric (Cicero, De oratore, 2. 86). In the 

cantigas d’ amigo, the programmed release of information over time is a strategy designed 

to facilitate composition, aid memory and delivery, and involve listeners in the cognitive 

processing of a song during performance. It is “friendly” to composer, performer and 

audience and evidently belongs to the matrix of the genre. This strategy, intimately related 

to repetition with variation, is a widespread feature of Galician-Portuguese secular lyric. 

And repetition with variation is most prevalent in the cantigas d’ amigo. The temporal 

geometry of strophic song is therefore a fitting framework for describing and analyzing the 

design of texts in this genre. 
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The Geometry of Action in Nuno Porco 1 

 

Form, rhetoric and pragmatics are closely interrelated in every cantiga d’ amigo.
1
 The 

action is expressed by language, and each linguistic element or unit has its place in the form 

of the strophe and the whole composition. Here I will consider these phenomena in the one 

surviving song in this genre by Nuno Porco.
2
 

 

1. Critical Text with Metrical Analysis and Translation 

 

aaB (x4): 11’ [5+6’] ║ 6’ 

cobras alternantes: i-o / ado ║ ada    

 

Irei a lo mar | vee-lo meu amigo; 

pregunta-lo ei | se querrá viver migo, 

e vou m’ eu namorada. 

 

Irei a lo mar | vee-lo meu amado; 

pregunta-lo ei | se fará meu mandado,  5 

e vou <m’ eu namorada.> 

 

Pregunta-lo ei | por que non vive migo, 

e direi lh’ a coit’ | en que por el<e> vivo, 

e vou m’ eu <namorada.> 

 

Pregunta-lo ei | por que m’ á despagado  10 

e xi mh assanhou | a tort<o> endõado, 

e vou m’ eu na<morada.> 

 

B 1127  fol. 241v     V 719  fol. 115r 

 

3 namorada Monaci : namorado BV     7-9 om. B     8 coyt’em Braga : coitan V : coita’n 

Monaci : coita <e>n Nunes     el<e> supplevi     11 xi scripsi : ssi BV : si Monaci : se Nunes     

mh] m B     a tort<o> endõado Lapa : atortendõado V : a tortendoãdo B : a tort’endõado 

Monaci  

 

I’ll go to the sea to see my boy 

And I’ll ask him if he will live with me, 

And I’m going there in love. 

                                                           
1
 Cf. Cohen 1987: v; 1996: 6, 8. See Cohen and Parkinson 2009 (26-27, 29-32, 37-39) for an introduction to 

the genre. Numbering and texts are from Cohen 2003 (punctuation has been altered and the critical apparatus 

modified). Translations are from Cohen 2010a (revised). For the poets, see Oliveira 1994: 303-440; Souto 

Cabo 2012a: 282 (Torneol); 2012b: 884-85 (Ornelas); 2012c: 114 (Calheiros). Calheiros was active by 1195; 

Torneol, probably by the 1230s; Ornelas, by 1265. Dinis’s dates are 1261-1325. Porco and Berdia are as yet 

undated. [I am grateful to Yara Frateschi Vieira for valuable comments on an earlier draft of these essays.] 
2
 Monaci’s correction namorada in v. 3 is defended on pragmatic grounds in Cohen 2009: 30-32. 
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I’ll go to the sea to see my darling, 

And I’ll ask him if he’ll do what I tell him, 

And I’m going there in love. 

 

I’ll ask him why he doesn’t live with me, 

And I’ll tell him the sorrow I suffer for him, 

And I’m going there in love. 

 

I’ll ask him why he made me unhappy 

And got angry with me wrongly for no reason, 

And I’m going there in love. 

 

 

2. Rhetorical and Pragmatic Analysis 

The cantiga d’ amigo of Nuno Porco, apparently a Galician jograr (Oliveira 1994: 396), 

was one of a dozen poems chosen by Ernesto Monaci for his slim anthology Canti Antichi 

Portoghesi (1873: 9-10), but since then it has received scant attention (see Couceiro 1993a: 

483; on v. 11, cf. Cohen 2003: 354). The sea, mentioned in the first verse of strophes I and 

II, has been taken to symbolize the girl’s imminent exposure to an overwhelming erotic 

experience (Ferreira 1999: 54-56). And the utterance has been read as an offer of 

reconciliation (Cohen 2011a: 116). Let’s examine the rhetoric––meaning here the use of 

language to articulate action within form.  

The first word of the text, “Irei” (“I will go”), expresses the intention to do 

something. This expression, found in oral-based formulas (with morpho-syntactic and 

lexical variation), can perform the principal move in a script (Cohen 1994: 173-74; Cohen 

and Parkinson 2009: 37-39) or can be subordinate to another move.
3
 The girl will go to see 

her boyfriend and will ask him if he will “live with” her (vv. 1-2). The sense of viver migo 

in phrases like “vivede migo” is uncertain (see Johan Perez d’ Avoin 6, refrain; Dinis 26, v. 

10; cf. Estevan Reimondo 1, refrain). It could mean just “Be where I am;” in other words, 

“Stick around,” with hints of amorous activity. At the other extreme, it could be an 

invitation to cohabit, which was a common form of de facto marriage (Mattoso 2009: 21; 

Cohen 2012a: 93, s.v. marriage). In between these possibilities are others, including an 

offer of sexual intimacy. Since we cannot tell from the phrase itself what it means in any 

given case, we must use the immediate context (the poem) and the pragmatic grammar of 

                                                           
3
 “Irei” appears in the incipit of songs by Martin de Giinzo (6) and Johan de Requeixo (2), both Galician 

jograres. On oral-formulaic language in the cantigas d’ amigo, see Schaffer 1987: 1-14. 
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the genre (Cohen 2012c: 21). Here, after two verses, we can only say that the girl intends to 

go to the sea to see her boy and ask him to be hers––in some sense. 

  Whether the sea is a sexual symbol in this text is open to question?
4
 The claim that 

the girl is not going to the sea but––symbolically––into the sea as a “sacrificial” victim 

(Ferreira 1999: 54-56) abuses grammar.
5
 But the sea is still eroticized, since that is where 

the girl will meet the boy. 

The refrain, “E vou m’ eu namorada,” tells us she is in love with him. Her 

affirmation gains reference by the song’s end. Here we can gloss it not merely as “I am in 

love” (which it can mean), but rather––after “irei a lo mar”––as “I am going (there) in 

love.” 

The only thing new in strophe II is the indirect question “se fará meu mandado” (v. 

5): will the boy now do as she says? We infer that he has not always done so, but we do not 

yet know what he did wrong. In strophe III the only new information is that she will tell 

him of her “coita” (v. 8), her love-sorrow (suffering, yearning). The reference of this word 

will soon become clearer. 

The boy upset her (v. 10). He got angry at her without any justification (v. 11). This 

information, supplied in strophe IV, clarifies his misconduct, her coita, and her reason for 

going to see him at the oceanside. She could well be angry, according to the rules of fala 

(“talking,” = amorous relationship; see Cohen 1996: 6-7; 2011a: 102-103; 2012a: 10, 19-

21). Yet she is going to try to make peace. She is in love, and will offer reconciliation even 

though it was he that offended her. What she offers is herself, since vivede migo, like falade 

migo, is an invitation to the dance (Cohen 2012a: 51). How much dancing was to be done is 

beyond the range of any evidence or method at our disposal––and cannot be determined by 

the location of the encounter. But since the girl says (in the refrain) how she feels, and since 

sexual favors are a well-documented way of making peace (Cohen 2011a), we can conclude 

that the girl is going to bestow favors on the boy in order to make up. If this supports an 

erotic reading of the sea, the final strophe provides closure for yet another aspect of the 

rhetoric in this text. But even if she is ready to be compliant, the girl intends to use her 

                                                           
4
 Couceiro (1993a: 483) thinks the sea is part of an archaic incipit, but he considers the location of the tryst 

important for an aesthetic assessment of the poem. 
5
 At issue is the meaning of a in this context. Compare Martin Codax 5, where a girl asks her girlfriends to go 

with her to the seaside (“a lo mar”), so they can see her boyfriend (vv. 8, 11) and go into the water (refrain). 

See also CSM 9.117-20, where a woman goes to the sea (“ao mar”), then gets into a ship.  
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sexuality as an instrument of power, not of surrender: she expects that the boy will now 

obey her (v. 5) in exchange for any concessions. 

It is misleading to say there is no development in a cantiga d’ amigo (e.g., Lang 

1894: lxxxiv). Here the tension between story (a synthesis of action) and plot (the unfolding 

of that action in the text) is resolved in the final space in the text where new information 

can be added, the last verse before the final refrain: “e xi mh assanhou a tort<o> endõado” 

(cf. Lopo 8, vv. 1-2). It is here that we learn the boy got angry unfairly at the girl, which 

allows us to understand the utterance.
6
 We can assume there was a gap in the relationship 

and corroborate an erotic function for the sea. We can guess, but not confirm, that he was 

angry because he wanted more than she was willing to give (see Cohen 2012a: 12-13). As 

in most cantigas d’ amigo, we find what can justly be called a dynamic geometry of 

rhetoric and action within the form of each strophe and of the whole. Each component of 

the script and every word, phrase and clause occupies its own space within an actively 

developing temporal shape. 

To find the development, we must discern which actions are back-grounded and 

which action is fore-grounded by rhetoric within the form of the cantiga. That is how we 

write a script.
7
 

 
G–Ø {he got angry wrongly, we broke up + I will go see him → I will make peace} 

 

By writing the script for each of the 500 texts in this genre we can construct a 

pragmatic grammar that lets us see moves––or speech-actions (Bing and Cohen 1991: 19-

21)––in relation to one another. Here a girl goes to the oceanside to see her boy and 

purchase peace. The geometry of her language and action shows how a cantiga d’ amigo 

usually develops, yielding information quickly in the opening strophe, then slowing down, 

but retaining key facts until the end of each strophe and of the song. In this genre, 

simplicity masks a complex and tightly regulated matrix.
8
 

                                                           
6
 Cohen 1996 (9-11, 48-49) lists eight other occurrences of the lexical group assanharse/sanhudo/sanha at 

this point in the form (last verse before final refrain). 
7
 This notation indicates the speaker and addressee (P1–P2) and identifies relevant background and new 

information {x, y + z} leading to (→) a main speech-action or emotion {A} or both. The personae are 

represented as follows: G = girl; M = mother; F = girlfriend; B = boy; Ø = unidentified addressee (or none). 
8
 Cohen and Parkinson (2009: 26-27, 37-39) distinguish two matrices: the roughly contemporary poetic 

matrix of each composition; and a historically prior matrix. The first, a description induced from the extant 

corpus, presupposes the second. Here I mean the contemporary matrix. Cf. Cohen 2012a: 47, 60, 83. 
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Erotic Jurisdiction: Pragmatics and Metaphor in Dinis 40 

 

Six cantigas d’ amigo (out of a total of 52) by King Dinis are composed in the strophic 

form aaB (Dinis 13-16, 37, 40), which dominates the earliest datable phase of this genre 

(Cohen 2005: 246-55). They make ample use of assonant rhyme (Cohen 2013) and appear 

simple. In “Ma madre velida,” where Fassanelli (2010: 565) sees interpretive problems, the 

analysis of action is linked to long-standing questions regarding language. 

 

1. Critical Text with Metrical Analysis and Translation 

 

aaB (x8): 5’ ║ 3 

cobras alternantes: i-a / a-a ║ or   

 

Ma madre velida, 

vou m’ a la bailia 

do amor. 

 

Mha madre loada, 

vou m’ a la bailada   5  

do amor. 

 

Vou m’ a la bailia 

que fazen en vila 

do amor. 

 

<Vou m’ a la bailada   10 

que fazen en casa 

do amor.> 

 

Que fazen en vila 

do que eu ben queria–– 

do amor.   15 

 

Que fazen en casa 

do que eu muit’ amava–– 

do amor. 

 

Do que eu ben queria; 

chamar m’ án garrida––   20 

do amor. 

 

Do que eu muit’ amava; 

chamar m’ án perjurada–– 

do amor. 
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B 592  fol. 131r     V 195  fol. 27r 

 

2 vou] non V  first letter illegible     4 Ma B     10-12 supplevit Storck     17 muyta maua B : 

muytaua V     18 amor] om. B    19 q’ eu B : queu V     22 muytamaua B : muyca(uai)maua V     

23 hypermetric     Cha(r)mar B       periurada BV : jurada Lang 

 

My lovely mother, 

I’m going to the dance 

Of Love. 

 

My beautiful mother, 

I’m going to the ball 

Of Love. 

 

I’m going to the dance 

That they’re having in the town 

Of Love. 

 

I’m going to the ball 

That they’re having in the home 

Of Love. 

 

That they’re having in the town 

Of the one I so desired–– 

Of Love. 

 

That they’re having in the home 

Of the one I so loved–– 

Of Love. 

 

Of the one I so desired; 

They will call me frisky–– 

Of Love. 

 

Of the one I so loved; 

They’ll say I am forsworn–– 

Of Love. 

 

2. Rhetorical and Pragmatic Analysis 

The girl begins by telling her mother she is going somewhere. But where is she going? The 

standard take (e.g., Alvar and Beltrán 1984: 379) is that she is going to a dance on her 

boyfriend’s home turf (“a la bailia / do amor”), but this reading is not easy to defend––

especially in strophe I. First, in this genre the boy is not called “amor” (except Johan Airas 

42, v. 1, which is not parallel), and to understand “do amor” to mean “do meu amor” 

(Nunes 1926-28: III, 48) does not help. “Amor” here refers to Love, personified (so Lang 
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1894: 144, s.v. amor [“liebesgott;” “god of love”]).
9
 Second, “bailia” (v. 2) should not 

mean “dance;” it should mean “bailiwick,” “jurisdiction,” “power” (cf. Occitan bailia, Old 

French baillie).10 Although Diez (1863: 122) and Lang (1894: 145; followed by Nunes 

1926-28: III, 588) gloss “bailia” as “Tanz” (“dance”), that meaning is not found elsewhere 

in Galician-Portuguese. The only other uses of “bailia” in verse occur in the Cantigas de 

Santa Maria, where the word is figuratively applied to the jurisdiction or power of the devil 

(see CSM, s.v. bailia; cf. TMILG). So the initial expression of the girl’s destination, when 

first heard by the audience, should have meant “to the power of love” or “to the jurisdiction 

of love” (Cohen 2003: 628-29). This is a striking phrase for a cantiga d’ amigo, where 

metaphors are rare and relatively simple (e.g., “lirias no son;” “lilies [= embellishments] in 

the melody” [Juião Bolseiro 9]).
11

 The destination is then revealed to be “the dance of 

love”––another unusual metaphor––when “bailia” yields to “bailada” in strophe II, forcing 

“bailia” to appear retroactively to mean “dance” (a sense reinforced by vv. 8-9: “...la bailia 

/ que fazen en vila”). In strophes V-VIII the refrain becomes detached from the preceding 

syntax (as sometimes happens; e.g., Torneol 1). In the course of the cantiga the refrain 

refers to the jurisdiction of love, the dance of love, and the “vila” or “casa” of love.12 

Although the latter two words occur in strophes III-IV, it is only in V-VI that they can be 

taken literally: “en vila / do que eu ben queria;” “en casa / do que eu muit’ amava” (the ex-

boyfriend is mentioned obliquely: “o que...;” cf. Pae Calvo 2, v. 1).  

What is the story? The girl broke up with her boyfriend: the imperfects “queria” and 

“amava” presuppose a relationship already over (pace Nunes 1926-28: III, 48; see 

Fassanelli 2010: 565; cf. Johan Perez d’ Avoin 10, v. 1). Now, eager to see him again, she 

will go to the dance and so return to love’s jurisdiction. For this she will be called “garrida” 

(v. 20)––which does not mean “beloved” (Lang 1894: 154, s.v. garrido: “verliebt”), but 

rather “frisky,” that is, erotically frisky (CSM s.v. garrido, garridelinno).
13

 But why will 

she also be called “perjurada” (a sound reading rejected by Lang, who says it makes no 

                                                           
9
 This is ignored by Nunes 1926-28: III, 48; cf. Fassanelli 2010: 567. On another personification of love in 

this genre, see Cohen 2012a: 65-67. 
10

 I nevertheless use “dance” for “bailia” in the translation. 
11

 The metaphor occurs in Old French, in Eneas: “Venus …/ qui la baillie d’amours tient” (apud Godefroy, I, 

556); and metaphoric use of bailia was already common in Occitan poetry. 
12

 Reckert (Reckert and Macedo 1996: 141) provides two parallels for “vila / do amor” (from Gil Vicente and 

Asturian folksong). In both, love is personified. On “vila” and “casa,” see Fassanelli 2010: 567. 
13

 CSM 79.1 opposes “garrida” to “corda” (“prudent”); cf. 79.13-14: “garridelinna / e de pouco sen.” Lorenzo 

(1977: II, 680, s.v. garrido: “completamente namorada, loca de amor”) follows Lang regarding this passage. 
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sense)?
14

 If by going to the dance she is breaking an oath, the evident explanation is that 

she swore she would never talk with him again.
15

 The girl’s recognition that she may well 

be called “frisky” and “forsworn” occupies the final verse of the last two strophes, where 

the geometry of rhetoric reaches a climax. Without this information it would be impossible 

to understand the story. 

What the girl tells her mother is that she will again talk with the boy, even though 

she will be mocked for committing two social sins: being sexually eager and breaking her 

oath. The speech-action is a declaration that she will try to make peace––no matter what the 

damage to her reputation. Both “garrida” and “perjurada” are pejorative words; and the 

latter is a stinging reproach in this genre, found along with synonyms (and related words) in 

other texts (including Dinis 27) in the same position in the form of the cantiga (Cohen 

1996: 40 n16; such reproaches are normally directed against the boy, hence masculine 

adjectives and participles). 

This text (like Nuno Porco 1) belongs to the pax scripts, those regarding amorous 

reconciliation (as suggested in Cohen 2011a: 116 n31, 138). Apparently easy, with a 

minute strophic form, the utterance has proved difficult to interpret. For over a century it 

has been wrongly edited and widely misunderstood.
16

 There is a dance underlying the 

metaphoric one, and by going there the girl returns to Love’s jurisdiction. She has decided 

she wants back the boy she had sworn off, though in loving him she knows she is forsworn.  

                                                           
14

 On “garrida” and Lang’s “jurada,” see Cohen 2003: 629. Lang (1894: 93) says “periurada,” the reading of 

the manuscripts, flouts sense and meter (“ist gegen sinn und metrum”). The attention to external responsion is 

laudable (Cohen 2010d), but there are other sound hypermetric verses just before the last refrain (Cohen 2003: 

47). On the semantic side, TMILG registers no occurrence of “jurada” with the sense given by Lang (1894: 

156, s.v. jurado: “versprochen, belobt;” cf. 138, note on v. 2367): “spoken for, promised [in marriage].” 

Braga (1878: 39) prints “perjurada.” 
15

 For girls who swear never to talk with (love, give favors to) their boyfriends again, but change their minds, 

see Sancho Sanchez 4 (vv. 6-8) and Martin Padrozelos 3 (vv. 7-9). Compare Johan Baveca 8 (vv. 5, 10, 15), 

where a girl regrets having sworn. A girl who has not sworn can more easily change her mind (Cohen 2011a: 

105 n2, 120-21). In Pae Soarez de Taveirós 1 (vv. 4-5, 7) a boy who swore he would never see the girl again 

has nevertheless returned (Cohen 2011a: 120; 2012a: 36-37, 44). 
16

 In sum: Lang takes “bailia” (v. 2) to mean “dance” (following Diez), changes “perjurada” to “jurada,” and 

makes “garrida” match the meaning he claims for “jurada” (pairing “beloved” with “engaged”); Nunes takes 

“do amor” to mean “do meu amor” and supposes “queria” and “amava” refer to the present. This forced 

march of textual criticism, grammar and semantics permits a betrothed girl (“jurada”) to go off to a dance in 

her beloved’s “vila” or “casa.” In a different interpretation, Reckert reads “perjurada” (but takes it to mean 

that the girl will lie to her mother), suggests that “garrida” means both “bela” (so it was taken by Braga 1878: 

234) and “animosa,” and says “do amor” refers first to Love, then to the boy (Reckert and Macedo 1996: 

141). Interpretations of Dinis 40 have probably been influenced by Dinis 37, which enacts a simpler script 

(since there has been no break-up) and uses straightforward rhetoric: “Pera veer meu amigo, / que talhou 

preito comigo, / alá vou, madre” (vv. 1-3).  
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Which One Is He? 

Maternal Power in Nuno Fernandez Torneol 8 

 

More has been made recently of the role of the mother in the cantigas d’ amigo (Sodré 

2008). She can hinder or help the relationship between girl and boy, or offer advice––

whether to yield to him, reject him, or win him back. Here I will analyze one of the 14 

dialogues between mother and girl where the mother speaks first. In this text rhetoric and 

action appear transparent yet are unusual. The pragmatic script represented here belongs to 

a large family of scripts in the prior matrix in which the genre was rooted (see Lang 1894: 

lxiii-ciii; esp. xcvii, ciii), but there may also be a contemporary social calculus at play. 

 

1. Critical Text with Metrical Analysis and Translation 
 

aaB (x3): 12’ [6’+5’] ║ 8 (7?) 

cobras unissonans: ia ║ ei 

 

– Dizede m’ ora, filha, | por Santa Maria, 

qual ést’ o voss’ amigo | que mi vos pedia? 

– Madr’, eu amostrar volo ei. 

 

– Qual é<st’ o> voss’ amigo | que mi vos pedia? 

se mho vós mostrassédes, | gracir volo ia   5 

– Madr’, eu amostrar vo<lo ei.> 

 

– <S>e mho vós amostrardes, | gracir volo ia, 

e direi vol’ eu logo | en que s’ atrevia 

– Madr’, eu amostrar volo ei. 

 

B 648  fol. 140v     V 249  fol. 36r 

 

2 E qual esso B : equal esso V : E qual est o Machado : qual é o Nunes (qual he o Braga)      

between 3 and 4 (Pero Garcia burgal’s) B     4 Qual é<st’> scripsi (cf. v. 2) : Qual e BV : 

Qual é editores     <o> Nunes     7 <S>e Nunes (cf. v. 5) : E BV 

 

– Tell me now, daughter, by Santa Maria, 

Which is your boyfriend that was asking me for you? 

– Mother, I’ll show him to you. 

 

– Which is your boyfriend that was asking me for you? 

If you’d show him to me, I’d be grateful. 

– Mother, I’ll show him to you. 

 

– If you show him to me, I’ll be grateful, 
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And I’ll tell you what made him so daring. 

– Mother, I’ll show him to you. 

 

2. Rhetorical and Pragmatic Analysis 

 “Just show me which one he is, and I’ll tell you why he was bold enough to ask that I let 

him woo you,” says the mother. The sense of “que me vos pedia” (v. 2) is not entirely clear, 

but in this context the expression suggests the boy was asking leave to continue to talk with 

the girl (hence, to marry her). The phrase “en que s’ atrevia” (v. 8) appears to refer to a 

social reason why the boy was confident, alluding to the fact that he is, or thinks he is, from 

a good family.
17

 

We find a reference to “linhage” (“lineage”) in Pedr’ Amigo de Sevilha 11, where a 

mother tells her daughter that the boy wants to trick her into marrying him, even though he 

would be more fit to be her servant (Cohen 2012b: 46-47). That is the only explicit 

reference to a difference in social class between girl and boy.
18

 In Torneol 8 we may have a 

more low-key allusion to social distinctions. If the boy’s audacity is due to his station in 

society, this would give point to the actions, which otherwise boil down to: “Show me 

which one he is” / “Yes, I will.”
19

 

This dialogue presupposes past facts, actions, and utterances, and a present 

situation: 1) the boy and girl have talked; 2) the mother has not met the boy and does not 

know who he is; 3) the boy asked the girl to tell her mother that he sought permission to 

woo; 4) the mother has not responded to the boy’s request; 5) mother and daughter are 

together in a presumably public space where the boy is present but not with them.
20

 

If the mother believes the boy is emboldened by his family’s standing, social 

considerations motivate her remark. She may think he is confident because his family is 

“better”––he could be a cavaleiro, like Torneol, and the girl’s position could be less lofty.
 

Or she may doubt that his position is better than her daughter’s. On such slender textual 

                                                           
17

 Sodré (1998: 269) says the verb atreverse expresses a tension between mother and daughter. 
18

 Three texts mention a cavaleiro: Fernan Rodriguez de Calheiros 7, Meen Rodriguez Tenoiro 4, Johan 

Garcia de Guilhade 1; one refers to an escudeiro: Pero da Ponte 1. The girl’s social position seems lower than 

that of the boy in all of these. See also Johan Perez d’ Avoin 5 and 7. Johan Zorro 5, where the King wants the 

girl’s tresses, is anomalous. 
19

 Lorenzo (1993: 481): “a mãe pede à filha que lhe mostre o seu amigo; a filha aceita.” 
20

 References to indoor scenes are rare. The only clear case is Sevilha 11, v. 11: “sacades me, madre, destas 

paredes,” although Estevan Coelho 1 presumes a setting indoors. The meaning of “e vós ide vos chegando lá 

todas per ess’ estrado” in Guilhade 6 (v. 10) is unclear, but “estrado” may imply that some of the action will 

occur inside (see Lorenzo 1977 and Cohen 2010c, s.v. estrado). But “estrado” (< stratum) may mean “road” 

or “way” in that text––an archaic usage (e.g., Lucretius 1.315: “strata…viarum”). 
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evidence we cannot be certain which she means. But this is one of only two cantigas d’ 

amigo where a mother asks who the boy is (the other is Johan Zorro 2, vv. 3-4).
21

 Naming 

personae is basically alien to this oral-based genre with its generic and restricted social 

world.
22

 So if indeed the boy is supposed to be a cavaleiro, the reference is part of an 

incipient (later widespread) intermingling of contemporary aristocratic pretensions with the 

prior social and poetic matrix. 

The script is this: 

 
M–G {he dared to ask me for you + which one is he? → I’ll tell you why he’s so bold} 

G–M {I’ll show him to you} 

 

And that appears straightforward. There are, however, fundamental social structures 

underlying this simple transaction. And if I am right, this is one of a handful of cantigas d’ 

amigo where a difference in social level between boy and girl is mentioned or implied. The 

mother is exercising control over her daughter’s sexuality with an eye on the family’s 

honor––in a world where the family’s reputation is a commodity and a nubile girl 

represents both potential promise and a possible liability (Cohen 2012a: 25-26). 

So when the mother says “Show him to me,” her request reflects the power of the 

family over the girl’s body and their attempt to maintain her value and insure that in any 

exchange that value will not be short-changed. And the key phrase “e direi vol’ eu logo en 

que s’ atrevia” occupies the final variable verse. The information given in this place within 

the form normally reveals something the audience has not yet heard and needs to know, in 

order to understand the utterance. It is at this location in the temporal geometry that the 

mother alludes to a possible difference in social status between girl and boy, a difference 

that matters to her. 

The dialogue is asymmetric (cf. Sodré 1998: 269): the mother’s request is politely 

put (vv. 5, 7), but the girl plays a subordinate role (and what she says, being a refrain, does 

not vary). The seemingly innocuous “Please show him to me” affirms the mother’s 

authority, implying: “And I will decide if you can see him or not.”  

                                                           
21

 Since the girl could not tell her mother exactly “who” the boy is, he is probably not from the same town; 

and if the mother thinks she will be able to recognize him, he must then be from a well known aristocratic 

family––or so the poet would have the audience believe. 
22

 See Cohen 2012a: 72-75 on Avoin 5, where a girl threatens to tell another girl’s name; and 78-82 on the 

small social world. Only Guilhade (Cohen 1996: 29-34) and Rodrig’ Eanes d’ Alvares name themselves.  
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The girl’s sexuality is at the core of the cantigas d’ amigo (Cohen 2012a: 9, 17; 

Mattoso 2009: 19-20). The mother’s action here isn’t to keep the boy away from the girl 

(though she can do that); she asks which one he is, and so shows that she, as representative 

of the family, must be involved in any talks regarding the girl’s relationship with a possible 

mate. As the mother in Bernal de Bonaval (8, vv. 8-9) tells her daughter: “perdedes i de 

quanto lhi falades / sen mi...” This can be glossed: “Any talking you do without me is a loss 

of your own worth.” The girl’s value must not be squandered or diminished. That is why 

the mother asks to see who this boy is. 

There are five cantigas d’ amigo with cobras unissonans. Torneol 8 is the only one 

with an aaB form (Cohen 2009: 131; cf. 2011b: 650). Within this shape a simple rhetoric 

enacts the moves. What we witness is a request and a response, but beneath the dialogue 

lies a matrix where the mother’s power is a structuring force. In asking her daughter to 

point out the boy, she points at that power. And it is likely that through her the poet signals 

to the audience his social and poetic pretensions. 
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Story and Plot in Pero d’ Ornelas 1 

 

One of the trickiest texts in the cantigas d’ amigo, as far as deciphering action goes, is the 

song of Pero d’ Ornelas––marred in the manuscripts by some textual problems that 

complicate the pragmatic analysis. 

 

1. Critical Text with Metrical Analysis and Translation 

 

abbaCC (x3): 9’ (I-II);  9’ 10 10 9’ (III) ║ 9’  

ado  igo     ora  aça     anda ar ║ igo 

 

Avedes vós, amiga, guisado 

de falar vosc’ oj’ o meu amigo 

que ven aqui, e ben volo <digo>, 

por falar vosc’, e traz vos recado 

de rog’, amiga, do voss’ amigo    5 

que façades o meu falar migo. 

 

E u eu moro ja el non mora, 

ca lhe defendi que non morasse 

i, e poren catou quen rogasse, 

e recado sei que vos traz ora   10 

de ro<g’, amiga, do voss’ amigo 

que façades o meu falar migo.> 

 

Gran sazon á que meu ben demanda 

e nunca pode comigo falar, 

e ven vos, amig’, agora rogar   15 

e con recado sei que vos anda 

de rog’, a<miga, do voss’ amigo 

que façades o meu falar migo.> 

 

B 780  fol. 167r     V 363-364  fol. 58v 

 

1 in V above uos amiga Colocci has written uos     2 amiga B     3 e BV, Monaci, Michaëlis : 

e<u> Nunes, fortasse recte     bem V : tem B     <digo> Monaci     4 vosqu’, <e> traz  

Michaëlis : uosq epiz V : uosq gan B       rrecado V : ssecado B       5 rrog B : rreg V             

6 q’ facades omeu facades omeu BV : correxit Monaci       7 moro] moio V       8 morase BV        

9-10 V skips from second letter of por in v. 9 to sey in v. 10, reading hi eposey q’uos etc.        

9 catou Michaëlis : ca cou B      10 uos BV      ora] o ia V       13-18 om. B      13 Gran] Grara 

V : correxit Michaëlis     14 camigo V : correxit Monaci     15 euẽ agora uossamigo rrogar V      

vos, amiga, Michaëlis     agora transposui (cf. B 1079 / V 671 [Pero d’ Armea], v. 3 agora 

rogar)       16 e con Michaëlis : eorn or eom V : e ora Braga      anda Michaëlis : andar ? V : 

<m>anda Braga 
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You’ve arranged, friend, today 

For my boyfriend to talk with you— 

Who’s coming here, I’m telling you, 

To talk with you, and brings a message, 

At the bidding, friend, of your boyfriend, 

That you get me to talk with mine. 

 

And he no longer lives where I live, 

Because I forbade him to live there, 

And so he found someone to make the plea, 

And I know that he’s bringing you a message, 

At the bidding, friend, of your boyfriend, 

That you get me to talk with mine. 

 

For a long time he’s been asking for my favors, 

And yet he could never to talk with me, 

And he’s coming, friend, to plead with you, 

And I know he’s coming to you with a message, 

At the bidding, friend, of your boyfriend, 

That you get me to talk with mine. 

 

2. Rhetorical and Pragmatic Analysis 

Carolina Michaëlis, who edited and annotated the text, calls the story “complicated” (1911-

13: 426). So, too, is the plot (sequential release of information). In the first strophe the girl 

tells her girlfriend she knows she has arranged to speak with the girl’s boyfriend, who is 

coming with a message from her girlfriend’s boyfriend to get girl and boy to talk.
23

 The 

story is filled in further in strophe II, where the girl says that after her rejection of the boy 

(she will not let him live where she lives; vv. 7-8) he found someone to intervene (v. 9). In 

strophe III she says he has been asking to be taken back (v. 13) but has not been allowed to 

“talk” with her (v. 14). What is being revealed is the boy’s plan to make peace with the girl. 

 There are four active personae––a crowded cast. The boy takes a circular path, 

enlisting the help of the girlfriend’s boyfriend, so he (the boy) can ask the girl’s girlfriend 

to ask the girl to be receptive. Thus he goes to the girl’s girlfriend at her boyfriend’s 

request: “de rog’…do voss’ amigo” (see Nunes 1926-28: III, 676, s.v. rogo).
24

 This is a 

dizzying roundabout. The text refers to six communicative acts: girl rejects boy, boy wants 

to make up, boy talks to girlfriend’s boyfriend, boy will tell girlfriend that her boyfriend 

                                                           
23

 The verb falar (vv. 1, 4) is rarely used of speech between the girlfriend and the boy (see Cohen 2012c: 16 

n12; 2012d: 4-7). 
24

 De rogo, found only here in Galician-Portuguese lyric, is legal language; see TMILG. 
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wants her to help, and the girlfriend’s hoped-for intercession; and all these are included in 

yet another act––informing the girlfriend of the story. The situation seems too detailed to be 

traditional.
25

 Of the texts that represent peace-talks, none has more actors: two onstage (the 

girls); two offstage (the boys). And nowhere else do the respective boyfriends of a girl and 

her girlfriend talk together, much less collaborate. The complex of speech-actions can be 

shown as follows:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The blocked fala between Boy 1 and Girl 1 (her “No” to his suit) requires a new circuitry 

for negotiations. Some conversations have already taken place: Boy 1’s recruitment of Boy 

2. Others are anticipated: the upcoming chat between Boy 1 and Girl 2; the appeal by Girl 2 

to Girl 1 on behalf of Boy 2. In her present discourse, Girl 1 sketches out the history of this 

web of would-be persuasion. The communications network, with five relationships (G1-B1, 

G2-B2, G1-G2, B1-B2, B1-G2), exceeds the norms of the genre. 

The audience was probably expected to guess what the girl wants––war or peace. 

Elsewhere, a girl who is speaking to her girlfriend about on-going negotiations can be 

receptive or averse to reconciliation (Cohen 2011a: 119-20, 125-28, 138-39). This girl, who 

speaks no ill of the boy and assures her girlfriend that he is coming to see her at her own 

boyfriend’s request, seems involved sua sponte in a new round of peace-talks. 

                                                           
25

 Tavani (2002: 429) sees a stylistic and conceptual stereotype. 

Boy 1 Boy 2 

Girl 1 Girl 2 
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Any reading depends on a critical text. The number of corruptions in the transmitted 

text is here unusually high, and strophe III is missing in B. The song probably came from a 

manuscript tradition that was corrupt when it entered the compilation.
26

 

Consider the text and apparatus for verse 15 (present only in V). I read: “e ven vos, 

amig’, agora rogar,” but the apparatus (Cohen 2003: 253) reports an emendation and a 

transposition without which the verse would not have acceptable meaning or meter. 

 

15 euẽ agora uossamigo rrogar V      vos, amiga, Michaëlis      agora transposuit Cohen  (cf. B 1079 / 

V 671 [Pero d’ Armea], v. 3 agora rogar)  

 

If we separate words, replace a til with an n, and simplify initial double r, the 

manuscript gives us “e ven agora voss’ amigo rogar” (“and now your boyfriend is coming 

to ask”), a verse with a different meaning. The correction “vos, amiga,” is due to Michaëlis 

(1911-13: 425-27). Why is this certain? First, it is the girl’s boyfriend that “is coming” in 

the text so far, so it cannot now be the girlfriend’s boyfriend. Second, the girlfriend’s 

boyfriend can hardly bring a message from himself. The transposition of “agora,” metri 

causa, is mine. Amidst the confusion, the switching of words, always a possibility, 

becomes more plausible. But perhaps we should instead read “ora” for “agora”: “e ven ora 

vos, amiga, rogar” (cf. v. 10). We should bear in mind how much the analysis of metrics, 

rhetoric and action depends on textual criticism––and vice-versa (Cohen 2010b). 

 Ornelas 1 would be incomprehensible without the corrections and emendations of 

Monaci and Michaëlis. But even with all necessary changes the text tells a complicated 

story.  

There are no surprises at the very end of the formal geometry. The final verses of all 

three strophes carry the same meaning (if we take into account only the second half of v. 4), 

stressing the message:  

 

I.4:  por falar vosc’, e traz vos recado 

 II.4:  e recado sei que vos traz ora 

III.4:  e con recado sei que vos anda 

 

                                                           
26

 On the manuscript tradition, see Gonçalves 1993. On the corrupt text, see Correia 1993. 
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Still, the last strophe provides two new pieces of information: “Gran sazon á que 

meu ben demanda / e nunca pode comigo falar” (vv. 13-14). The boy has been seeking the 

girl’s (erotic) favors for a long time, but he could never “talk with” her, that is, engage in 

amorous speech and activities. This is the background (hinted at in vv. 7-8) necessary to 

understand the reason for the present peace-talks. The story is fully revealed by the plot 

only in the final strophe––where the missing elements appear immediately before the last 

variable verse. This cantiga d’ amigo thus resembles nearly all the others: in the geometry 

of rhetoric and action privileged spots are reserved for key facts. 

This poem plays off representations of peace-making, although the overcrowded 

cast makes the story slippery to extract from the language. The text may even poke fun at 

pax scripts. Witness two other merry-go-rounds on negotiations for erotic reconciliation in 

Pero de Berdia 4 and Johan Airas 19 (Cohen 2011a: 132-35). At any rate, the situation is 

constructed from a matrix well documented by cantigas of the preceding half century. 

Souto Cabo has shown that Pero d’ Ornelas, a cavaleiro, was active by 1265 (Souto Cabo 

2012a: 884-85; cf. Oliveira 1994: 412-13). So even if it is not meant to be humorous, this 

utterance is a relatively late and unusually complicated version of a pax script. 

The place of each poet in time and space, along with his social position and 

performance conditions, contributed to shaping the genre. The history of form, action and 

rhetoric is part of what each text is. And every text is evidence for those histories. 
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The Riddles of Fernan Rodriguez de Calheiros 1 

 

The text that initiates the section of cantigas d’ amigo in what Oliveira (1994: 179-

82) calls the cancioneiro de cavaleiros contains enigmas that have barely been addressed 

(Cohen 2011b: 651-53). I will try to solve these riddles by examining the form, rhetoric and 

action of the poem against the contemporary matrix of the genre. This evolving matrix is 

induced from the texts we have and so can be verified for the period during which they 

were composed (from around 1200 [Souto Cabo 2012: 114] to the early thirteenth century). 

 

1. Critical Text with Metrical Analysis and Translation 

aaBB (x6):  11’ ║ 8 

cobras ternas: igo (I-III)     ia (IV-VI) ║ ẹu 

 

Perdud’ ei, madre, cuid’ eu, meu amigo: 

macar m’ el viu, sol non quis falar migo; 

e mha sobervha mho tolheu, 

que fiz o que m’ el defendeu. 

 

Macar m’ el viu, sol non quis falar migo,   5 

e eu mho fiz, que non prix seu castigo, 

e mha so<bervha mho tolheu, 

que fiz o que m’ el defendeu.> 

 

<E> eu mho fiz, que non prix seu castigo, 

mais que mi val ora, quando o digo?   10 

e mha sobervha <mho tolheu, 

que fiz o que m’ el defendeu.> 

 

Fiei m’ eu tant’ en qual ben m’ el queria 

que non meti mentes no que fazia 

e mha sobervha <mho tolheu,    15 

que fiz o que m’ el defendeu.> 

 

Que non meti mentes no que fazia 

e fiz pesar a quen mho non faria 

e mha sobervha <mho tolheu, 

que fiz o que m’ el defendeu.>    20 

 

E fiz pesar a quen mho non faria 

e tornou s’ én sobre mi a folia 

e mha sobervha <mho tolheu, 

que fiz o que m’ el defendeu.> 

 

B 626  fol. 137v     V 227  fol. 33r 
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6 e om. B      9 <E> Nunes; cf. v. 6      10 mais om. V      13 Fiey B : Eiey V 

 

Mother, I think I’ve lost my boyfriend. 

Though he saw me, he wouldn’t talk with me. 

And it was my pride that robbed me of him, 

Since I did what he forbade me to do. 

 

Though he saw me, he wouldn’t talk with me, 

And I did it to myself, ’cause I didn’t heed his warning. 

And it was my pride that robbed me of him, 

Since I did what he forbade me to do. 

 

I did it to myself, ’cause I didn’t heed his warning, 

But what good does it do me to say it now? 

And it was my pride that robbed me of him, 

Since I did what he forbade me to do. 

 

I put so much trust in how much he loved me 

That I paid no heed to what I was doing. 

And it was my pride that robbed me of him, 

Since I did what he forbade me to do. 

 

I paid no heed to what I was doing, 

And hurt someone who would never hurt me. 

And it was my pride that robbed me of him, 

Since I did what he forbade me to do. 

 

I hurt someone who would never hurt me 

And now the folly has come back and hit me. 

And it was my pride that robbed me of him, 

Since I did what he forbade me to do. 

 

2. Rhetorical and Pragmatic Analysis  

In form, rhetoric and pragmatics this text seems a strange beginning to our reading of the 

genre. The rhyme-system, a genuine example of cobras ternas (where the same rhyme 

sound is maintained in groups of three strophes), is unique in the corpus of Galician-

Portuguese lyric (though the strophic form aaBB is in line with the formal origins of the 

cantigas d’ amigo; Cohen 2005; 2011b: 637-41, 646-47). And the utterance begins: 

“Mother, I think I’ve lost my boy;” so that the repertoire of amorous relations in the genre 

begins (if we are reading the supposed archetype) with a girl telling her mother that her 

relationship with her boyfriend has ended.  
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 There is an independent leixa-pren in each of the three-strophe sections into which 

the composition is divided by cobras ternas: I-III, where the a-rhyme is igo; and IV-VI, 

where the a-rhyme is ia. Thus I.2 = II.1, II.2 = III.1; and then a new leixa-pren begins, so 

that IV.2 = V.1, V.2 = VI.1. This particular combination of formal and rhetorical 

techniques is without parallel.
27

 And the division of the text into halves facilitates analysis. 

Lurking in the rhetoric are two pragmatic puzzles. Why has the girl lost her boy? 

And what is she doing now in speaking to her mother? 

The boy saw the girl but would not even speak with her (vv. 2, 5). To refuse to 

speak with one’s beloved constitutes outright rejection (Cohen 2011a: 102-103). The girl 

says that she is at fault: it was her sobervha (< Latin superbia; Cohen 2010c, s.v. 

sobervha), her pride––or perhaps we should say her recklessness––that made her do what 

he had forbidden her to do (refrain).
28

 She counted too much on his love (vv. 13-14), defied 

his warning (vv. 6, 9), hurt him in a way that he would never have hurt her (v. 18, 21), and 

now her heedlessness (vv. 14, 17) and folly have come back like a boomerang (v. 22; cf. 

CSM 104.7). It does no good, she tells her mother, even to talk about it (v. 10).  

What did the girl do, then, even though the boy forbade her to, that could have 

resulted in her losing him? And how ought we to describe the move she performs here? 

The only plausible answer to the first question is that the boy told her not to talk 

with any other boy, but she did anyway.
29

 Many rules are meant to control the boy’s 

behavior, but the only constraint on the girl is not to falar con outro (“speak with another;” 

Cohen, 2012a: 61-67, 83-84). The pragmatic grammar of the genre offers no other possible 

explanation. The girl was unfaithful to her boy, according to the laws of fala, and that 

indiscretion is what has ended up hurting her now: “e tornou s’ én sobre mi a folia” (v. 22). 

“Folia,” which can signify sexual activity and here serves as a euphemism for infidelity, is 

the last word at the end of the second section, just before the final refrain (see Tormo 1991, 

s.v. folia 1).
30

 Its location in the geometry of the text is telling: it confesses the girl’s guilt. 

                                                           
27

 There are two independent sections of leixa-pren in Dinis 16 (cf. Fassanelli 2010: 473). 
28

 Like other scholars, Lang (1894: lxxxiv n3) cites the Old French verse, “Par mon orgueil ai mon ami 

perdu,” possibly by Richard de Fournival (Bec 1978: 11). 
29

 Miranda (1994) thinks the girl did not yield to her boyfriend’s desires, and that “folia” refers to this. That 

reading derives from a “theory” of the genre which holds that the girl was invented by sexually frustrated 

cavaleiros and so is always receptive to their lust. Thus she feels remorse for failing in her duty. But this 

ignores the text (for instance: she cannot mean that he forbade her to say “No” to him and yet she did). 
30

 For erotic “folia,” see CSM 94.49, 115.62; Guilhade 6 (v. 5), 16 (vv. 13, 19); cf. Cohen 2012a: 56, 58, 60. 
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 The answer to the second question also seems clear: this girl is hinting she wants her 

mother to save her from the disgrace of losing her boy. Compare the explicit request in 

Airas Carpancho 3: “Madre velida, ide lhi dizer / que faça ben e me venha veer” (“Lovely 

mother, go and tell him / to do me a favor and come to see me;” vv. 11-12). Although in 

Carpancho’s song it is the girl who saw the boy but would not speak to him, the opening 

rhetoric is much like that of Calheiros 1, using veer, non falar and perder (Airas Carpancho 

3, vv. 1-5):
31

  

 

Madre velida, meu amigo vi, 

non lhi falei e con el me perdi, 

e moiro agora, querendo lhi ben; 

non lhi falei, ca o tiv’ en desden; 

e moiro agora, querendo lhi ben. 

 

Lovely mother, I saw my boyfriend: 

I didn’t talk with him and so I’ve lost him, 

And now I am dying, loving him; 

I didn’t talk with him, ’cause I held him in disdain, 

And now I am dying, loving him. 

 

 From the grammar of erotic action it is licit to assume that in Calheiros 1 the girl 

had spoken with another boy and logical to infer that she now wants her mother to help her 

make peace with her boyfriend. The principal move is performed by a deflected rhetoric 

that obliquely expresses the girl’s request.
32

 The phrase that she uses appears devoid of 

content: “mais que mi val ora, quando o digo?” (v. 10). Still, “What good does it do me to 

say it now?” here hints at “Help me!”
33

 And this question occurs in the final variable verse 

of the first half––the last -igo rhyme in these cobras ternas. Thus, the first half of the song 

concludes with the move the girl makes: asking her mother for help; and the second half 

ends by revealing the cause of the break-up: her “folia.” 

                                                           
31

 In erotic verse, perderse con alguen means “to be all washed up with someone;” perder alguen means “to 

lose someone.” In both constructions the grammatical subject is blamed for the break-up (cf. Cohen 1996: 42 

n25). Thus, by saying perdud’ ei meu amigo the girl assumes responsibility, but if she says perdudo é migo 

she is blaming the boy (e.g., Guilhade 20, v. 3). 
32

 See Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria 9.1, discussing tropes and figures: “quod utraque res a derecta et simplici 

ratione cum aliqua dicendi virtute deflectitur” (“because each [trope and figure] is deflected from a 

straightforward and simple logic in the presence of some stylistic enhancement” [thanks to Robert A. Kaster 

for help with this passage]). Cf. Cohen 2011a: 107. 
33

 Compare Roi Fernandiz 4, v. 16: “que prol á, madr’, en lhi falar?” (“What’s the use, mother, in talking with 

him?”), where the mother offers her daughter advice. If there is no request in Calheiros 1, the move would be 

the girl’s lament over the loss of her boyfriend. One might then compare the move in Pero de Veer 3: “con el 

me perdi” (refrain), although the other elements of that script are different. See also Johan de Cangas 2. 
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The sophistication of form, rhetoric and pragmatics makes this poem one of the 

most unusual in the genre, and these same elements render it an unlikely candidate for one 

of the first cantigas d’ amigo. Similarly, Calheiros 5, which parodies the discourse of the 

Sanhuda (“angry girl”), presupposes a model and therefore a matrix (Cohen 1996: 23-24). 

The strophic technology, language and action of Calheiros 1 all presuppose an evolving 

contemporary matrix that the poet is drawing from. Without that, this virtuosic composition 

could not have been understood by audiences. As Aristotle says, the audience must be able 

to recognize what is being represented and to realize, to their satisfaction, that “This is that” 

(Poetics 1148b.4-17). If there were no that, no matrix with forms, rhetoric and pragmatic 

scripts, the this of Calheiros could not have been recognized––or composed. 
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I Said He’d Lose Me: 

Syntax and Script in Pero de Berdia 3 and Dinis 51 

 

Pero de Berdia is one of a number of Galician-Portuguese poets whose compositions have 

almost gone unnoticed (on Berdia 4, see Cohen 2011a: 132-33). Appearing in the 

manuscript tradition just before Nuno Porco, Berdia is the first poet in the cancioneiro de 

jograis galegos identified by Oliveira (1994: 411-12; Couceiro 1993b). Of his five songs, 

two (3, 5) are formally, rhetorically and pragmatically “low-tech,” while three (1, 2, 4) 

display relatively more “high-tech” sophistication (see Cohen 2011b: 638). I will examine 

one of his low-tech songs and then try to show that a poem of Dinis, not well understood, is 

similar––so much so that we can interpret the text of Dinis by using Berdia’s. 

 

1. Critical Text with Metrical Analysis and Translation 

 

aaB (x3): 13’ [6’+6’] ║ 7’ 

ia     asse     isse  ║ igo 

 

Deu-lo sabe, coitada | vivo mais ca soía, 

ca se foi meu amigo, | e ben vi, quando s’ ia, 

ca se perderia migo. 

 

E dissera lh’ eu, ante | que se de min quitasse, 

que se vẽesse cedo, | e, se alá tardasse,  5 

ca se <perderia migo.> 

 

E dissera lh’ eu, ante | que se de min partisse, 

que, se muito quisesse | viver u me non visse, 

ca se <perderia migo.> 

 

B 1120  fol. 240r     V 711  fol. 114r 

 

5  uehesse V : (h) ueesse B       ala B : ela V      6 casse V : om. B     7 mĩ  B : mi V   

 

God knows, I’m sadder than I used to be 

’Cause my boy went away, and I saw, when he was going 

That he would lose me. 

 

And I’d said to him, before he took his leave of me, 

That he come right away, and if he lingered there, 

That he would lose me. 

 

And I’d said to him, before he parted from me, 

That if he spent a long time where he couldn’t see me, 

That he would lose me. 
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2. Rhetorical and Pragmatic Analysis 

The girl narrates her farewell warning to the boy.
34

 In each of the three strophes syntax is 

continuous from beginning to end. In strophe I: “…coitada vivo…/…e ben vi../ ca se 

perderia migo.” We can synthesize: “I am (sadder than usual)…and I saw…that he would 

lose me” (see note 31, above).
35

 There are two independent verbs: “vivo” and “vi.” What 

the girl saw is delayed only by a temporal clause, “when he was leaving,” the direct object 

of “vi” being “ca se perderia migo,” so that the refrain completes the syntax and the sense 

of the utterance in this strophe. 

The syntax of strophe II is like that of the first (here parentheses indicate adverbial 

and conditional clauses; square brackets enclose noun clauses): “I said (before he left me) / 

[that he should come soon], and (if he tarried) / [that he would lose me].” Two noun clauses 

are the direct objects of “dissera;” and the second of these, in the refrain, again completes 

the move. The one independent clause begins at the beginning of the strophe and ends at 

the end. The basic syntax that expresses the move reads: I had said that he would lose me. 

The third strophe is quite similar: “I told him (before he left) / that (if he stayed away long) 

/ [that he would lose me].” In the second and third strophes there is one independent verb 

(“dissera”), while “ca se perderia migo” is its direct object. 

Although the move is articulated in each strophe, elements of the script revealed in 

strophes II and III fill in the story. In II.2 the girl says she told the boy he should come back 

soon and should not tarry. In III.2 he would lose her if he stayed too long where he could 

not see her. Since veer can be an erotic code-word, equivalent to falar (Johan Airas 21, vv. 

3, 9, 15), she means he should not tarry where he cannot be intimate with her (and might 

find another girl; Cohen 2012a: 67-86; 2012e: 13-23). 

What is implied is that he did tarry (and maybe she suspects there is another girl). 

He has not returned. Therefore he has lost her, and that is why she is sad (v. 1). Here we 

can use syntax as a guide to poetic logic. This girl may be wavering, but we cannot know 

that from the text (contrast the girl’s explicit ambivalence in Johan Baveca 8, vv. 7, 13). 

The move is her implicit rejection of the boy (cf. Cohen 1987: 102-104): 

 

                                                           
34

 There are many representations of farewells, with varying scripts (see Cohen 2011a: 123-25; 2012a: 37-39). 
35

 We could take “vi” (v. 2) as the second member of the explanatory clause introduced by “ca” (v. 2). In that 

case, there would be only one independent verb in the strophe (“vivo;” v. 1). 
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G–Ø {I told him not to go/tarry elsewhere, that he’d lose me + he went → he’s lost me/I’m sad} 

 

The analysis of this text helps us to understand a poem of Dinis, which in turn 

corroborates our interpretation of Berdia 3. Dinis’ composition has no refrain, and almost 

as much space is devoted to emotion (in vv. 2-4, 9-10) as to action. 

 

Dinis 51 

aabab (x2): 11 

ar  on     i/in  on 

 

Vai s’ o meu amig’ alhur sen mi morar 

e, par Deus, amiga, ei end’ eu pesar, 

por que s’ ora vai, eno meu coraçon, 

tamanho que esto non é de falar, 

ca lho defendi, e faço gran razon.   5 

 

Defendi lh’ eu que se non fosse daqui, 

ca todo meu ben perderia per i, 

e ora vai s’ e faz mi gran traiçon, 

e des oi mais non sei que seja de min 

nen <ar> vej’ i,  amiga, se morte non.   10 

 

B 603  fol. 133r     V 206  fols. 28v-29r 

 

1 Vay V : Via B     2 end] ãd  B     4 tambano ? B    7 todo V : tedo B     pderra V      9 nõ sei 

B : om. V     10 nen <ar> supplevi : Nen’ B : nen’ V : nen <eu> Nunes 

 

My boy’s going to live elsewhere without me 

And, by God, friend, I feel pain from that 

In my heart, because he’s going now— 

So great it can’t even be talked about, 

’Cause I forbade him, and it’s only right. 

 

I forbade him to go away from here, 

’Cause he’d lose all my favors that way, 

And now he’s going, and he’s betraying me, 

And from now on I don’t know what I’ll do, 

And I can’t see anything out there but death. 

 

Here, with hyperbolic expressions of her own suffering, the girl narrates a farewell 

scene in which she threatens the boy (v. 7). Fassanelli (2010: 603) writes:  

 
Dopo aver inutilmente pregato l’amante di restare ed averlo addirittura minacciato di perdere i suoi 

favori (v. 7), alla giovane non resta che rivolgersi all’amica confidandole la propria pena. 
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Fassanelli sees the girl’s threat merely as an attempt to keep the boy from going, not as the 

main action (even if grammatically conditional) in the utterance. She translates, “perché per 

questo perderebbe tutto il mio bene” (604), but then in a note wonders about the syntax 

(604 ad loc.): 

 

perderia: interpreto la forma come una terza persona singolare, ma il verso potrebbe essere inteso 

anche ‘perché perderei tutto il mio bene’, con bem equivalente a felicità.  

 

She wisely opts to take the boy as subject of “perderia” (604-05): 

 

Credo tuttavia che la causale rinvii ad una delle minacce con cui sovente la donna innamorata tenta 

di dissuadere, inutilmente, l’amico dal suo proposito di partire. 

 

The grammatical subject of “perderia” is the boy. Compare Dinis 32, v. 15: “e oi 

mais perde meu amor” (“and from now on he’s lost my love”); and v. 20: “dereit’ é que 

perça meu ben” (“it’s only right that he lose my love;” see Cohen 1987: 86-87).
36

 The verb, 

although deflected in mood and tense, expresses the girl’s rejection of the boy, just as in 

Berdia 3. The rest of the rhetoric in Dinis 51 provides foil for this statement: “I told him he 

would lose me, but he is going.” The move is the same, except that: the girl is talking to her 

girlfriend; she forbade the boy to go; he has not yet gone. But since he means to go, thus 

committing “traiçon” (“treason;” v. 8), he will lose her, and so in effect he already has.
37

 

 

G–F {I told him not to go, that he’d lose me + he’s going → he’s lost me/I’m sad} 

 

In Berdia’s poem each strophe conveys the move. The move in Dinis’ song is 

articulated only once (v. 7) and is not highlighted by syntax, while the end of the text (vv. 

9-10) represents feeling, not action. The different proportions of pragmatics and emotion 

correspond partially to social, poetic and historical coordinates: a (possibly early) jograr 

using aaB strophes and a (late) king composing without refrain. But in both texts the move 

is a deflected version of “He has lost me” whose illocutionary force (rejection) can be 

understood by using the pragmatic grammar of the genre. 

                                                           
36

 In another context, the girl can be the subject of perder in this construction. See Johan Servando 16, v. 12: 

“perdud’ ei eu todo meu ben” (“I’ve lost all my happiness”).  
37

 Accusations of treason are appropriate to speeches of rejection, including rejections of requests for 

reconciliation (e.g., Guilhade 18, 20, 22; Fernan Velho 1; cf. Cohen 1996: 9, 39-40 n15 and n16). For 

rejections (renunciations) in Dinis 1-32, see Cohen 1987 (what is there called a “genre” corresponds to a 

move or speech-action here; a “sequence of functions” corresponds roughly to a script). 
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The use by Dinis of the same script and of “perderia” should not be taken as an echo 

of Berdia’s text or as a random coincidence. A script in the matrix is constructed of 

formulaic language that represents a recurrent action. And the productive scripts that we 

induce from the extant corpus are not just evidence for a prior matrix; they presuppose one. 

In the cantiga of Dinis the geometry of form, language and action is partially 

apparent, partially obscured by a more affective rhetoric. In Berdia’s song the clarity of 

these components is complete. 

 

 

 

Fiinda 

 

The principal speech-actions represented in four of the texts studied here belong to the 

family of pax scripts (Cohen 2011a). In Porco 1 the girl will offer peace to a boy who 

wronged her. In Dinis 40 the girl tells her mother she will try to get back her ex-boyfriend, 

though she had sworn never to see him. A girl enlists her girlfriend in ongoing negotiations 

in Ornelas 1. And in Calheiros 1 the girl tells her mother she has lost her boy and hints she 

wants help. The other songs belong to other families of scripts. Torneol 8 represents an 

assertion of maternal authority. Berdia 3 and Dinis 51 are rejections of the boy. The 

grammar of action we use to analyze these texts is made possible by the nature of the genre. 

The cantiga d’ amigo did not come from anywhere else, nor did it arise ex nihilo 

when texts of aristocratic poets were first written down. All the evidence indicates that the 

genre was rooted in a local matrix of oral-formulaic singing: it uses formal, rhetorical and 

pragmatic schemas whose interweaving testifies to long gestation in a circumscribed geo-

linguistic area. The actions, once analyzed, may appear simple, but what enables us to 

identify those actions is the logic of scripts––an erotic logic inscribed by rhetoric in the 

shapes of strophic song. 
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